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ABSTRACT 

The concept of a path, or ordered traversal of some links in a hypertext, has been a part of 
the hypertext notion from its early formation. Although paths can help to solve two 
major problems with hypertext systems, namely user disorientation and high cognitive 
overhead for users, their value has not been recognized. Paths can also provide the 
backbone for computations over a hypertext, an important issue for the future of 
hypertext. This paper constructs a framework for understanding path mechanisms for 
hypertext and explores the basic issues surrounding them. Given this framework, it 
reviews path mechanisms that have been provided by other hypertext systems. Finally, it 
describes the Scripted Documents system, which has been developed to test the potential 
of one powerful path mechanism. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hypertext is a valuable contribution to the information age, allowing readers to access 
related information through machine-supported links. However, current hypertext 
systems have several well-recognized problems. Two of the most significant are user 
disorientation in hypertext networks and the additional cognitive overhead needed to create, 
manage and choose among links [Conk87a, Conk87bl. Moreover, the browsing 
paradigm offered by most hypertext systems does not meet the needs of readers who are 
unfamiliar with the material being presented lJIamm88]. An important component of the 
information conveyed by an author to a reader in a traditional setting is the order in which 
the material appears. In most current hypertext systems, readers may fail to understand 
the material presented because they view it in the wrong order, or they may simply 
comprehend it less well. 

The concept of a path, or ordered traversal of some links in a hypertext, can help solve 
these problems. Users are less likely to feel disoriented or lost when they are following 
a pre-defined path rather than browsing freely, and their cognitive overhead is reduced 
because the path either makes or narrows their choices. Paths allow authors to determine 
an appropriate order of presentation for a given audience. In addition, paths can provide 
the backbone for computations over a hypertext, one of Halasz’s seven issues for the next 
generation of hypermedia systems [Hala88]. 

Although paths have been a part of the hypertext notion from its early formation 
[Bush45], few current hypertext systems provide paths, and in fact the path concept has 
not been examined systematically. As we shall see, paths need to become first-class 
citizens in hypertext systems. Systems should provide path mechanisms that make all 
kinds of paths easy to create, to find, and to follow. 

Paths are not intended to supplant browsing as a hypertext navigation paradigm, but 
rather to augment it. Obviously paths can reduce the readers’ flexibility as well. The 
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challenge is to provide paths that are expressive and/or are an integrated adjunct to other 
links within a hypertext network. 

This paper constructs a framework for understanding path mechanisms for hypertext and 
explores the basic issues surrounding them. Given this framework, it reviews path 
mechanisms that have been provided by other hypertext systems. The final section 
describes the Scripted Documents system, which has been developed to test the potential 
of one powerful path mechanism. 

2. A FRAMEWORK FOR EFFECTIVE PATH MECHANISMS 

There is more to providing paths than merely allowing authors to specify sequences of 
nodes or links. This section presents a framework for understanding and evaluating path 
mechanisms. 

An effective path mechanism must satisfy three major requirements. It must bring 
expressive power to authors, help authors create and modify paths, and help readers find 
paths and follow them in flexible ways. Furthermore, it should provide for efficient 
storage and execution. 

2.1 Expressive power of paths 

By a path, we mean a presentation of successive entries, ordered such that most or all of 
the decisions about the order of presentation are made by the author in advance, rather than 
by the reader during path playback. The expressive power of a path is determined by two 
things: the sequencing model that the path uses to order entries and the characteristics of 
the entries that can appear along the path. We discuss each in turn. 

We define several different sequencing models, ranging from simple sequential paths to 
more complex paths that are essentially programs. 

A sequential path is an ordered sequence of entries. Sequential paths can be used to 
present an ordered progression or merely to collect an unordered set of entries. Most 
existing implementations allow an entry to appear repeatedly in a path. 

A branching path contains branches from which the reader must manually choose, and 
thus acts as a smaller subnetwork of the hypertext network. Although branches provide 
options to allow readers to customize a path for their interests, they also increase the 
cognitive overhead required to follow the path. 

A conditional path contains branches at which the system evaluates author-specified tests 
to determine which direction to go next. For example, conditional paths can be used to 
tailor presentations to a given class of readers, to adapt to particular hardware constraints 
such as lack of color or audio output devices, or to provide information appropriate to the 
current time. A path may also be able to examine its previous history. A conditional 
path that asks the reader questions can provide control similar to branching paths. 

Extending the simple idea of conditionals to a more complete programming paradigm can 
provide more expressive power. Several significant types of paths appear along this 
progression: 

l procedural paths, which allow a path to appear as an entry of another path, 
and thus ease a script author’s job by supporting modularity and re-use; 

0 programmable paths, which are conditional paths that can store values in 
variables to form indexed loops or record information for later use; 

l variable paths, which are conditional paths that contain variable links, in 
which the next entry to be presented is located dynamically, perhaps 
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computed by an earlier entry or perhaps involving a search through the 
hypertext; and 

0 parallel paths, which are paths that can execute simultaneously and may be 
able to fork, join, or synchronize with activities on another branch. 

We call the items that are linked together along a path entries. Their purpose is to 
provide the content, while the path provides the sequencing. 

In its simplest form, an entry is (or refers to) a node in the underlying hypertext, and the 
path provides a way to display a sequence of n0des.l However, we note that hypertext 
systems have offered users a wide range of addressing granularity for links, from points or 
regions within a node to collections of nodes [Conk87a, Trig881. A path mechanism 
may offer the user the same entry granularity as the underlying hypertext system, or it 
may offer a different one (typically coarser). Notice that although link endpoints have 
asymmetric granularity in most current hypertext systems (e.g., point source and node 
destination), each path entry acts as both a link source and a link destination. 

An entry may thus be a separate object that shares some of the features of a node or link 
in the underlying hypertext. It may refer to a point or region within a node, a node, or a 
collection of nodes. It may also have additional fields that modify or add to the behavior 
of the underlying node(s). 

We call entries that can perform actions active entries. For example, an active entry 
might animate a picture, play back voice, perform a computation, or construct part of an 
output document. Combining active entries with paths is particularly appropriate, 
because the paths can provide the ordering for the actions performed at each entry, thus 
creating sequences of actions that flow across the hypertext network. A path mechanism 
that incorporates active entries should allow a flexible association between entry locations 
and entry actions, so that a path (or possibly different paths) can visit the same location 
repeatedly and perform different actions. 

2.2 Creating and editing paths 

Although paths can be created manually using only conditional links, this process is quite 
tedious and error-prone. A path mechanism should include a path editor that allows 
authors to create and edit paths from path-level views. They should be able to link 
existing material into paths quickly and easily. They should also be able to edit paths by 
rearranging, adding or deleting entries. These editing operations may take different forms 
depending on the physical representation of the path. 

Paths can be represented as sequences, as directed graphs, or as “programs” (linear text), as 
shown in Figure 1. Sequences and programs have no explicit links. Instead, implicit 
links are formed respectively by their adjacency relationships and interpretation rules. 

2.3 Visualization and navigation support 

Visualization tools help authors maintain paths and help readers find them. 

Because paths form a meta-level above the underlying material, they must be kept 
consistent when authors edit that material. The responsibility for this maintenance rests 
jointly on the author and the path mechanism, but the path mechanism must at least alert 
the author when paths cross an item that is being edited. For example, if an author 

lA path could also consist of a sequence of links. However, this imposes a much stricter 
consistency requirement on the author or the path editor: the destination of entry i must 
equal the source of entry i+l. 
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deletes material from the underlying hypertext network, any corresponding entry should 
also be removed from all paths in which it participates. Ideally, the author would be 
alerted appropriately before the material is deleted. If a corresponding entry has actions, 
the author should also be informed that the computational semantics of the path may be 
in jeopardy. Edits to the underlying material may also cause the opposite problem, in 
which an edited entry remains a member of a path to which it is no longer relevant. 
Moving or copying underlying material may also cause difficulties for some path 
mechanisms.2 

Readers must be able to find relevant paths easily, just as they must be able to view and 
select among hypertext links. Ideally, this means that readers would be shown that paths 
start from or traverse the current location. However, local indicators are not sufficient, 
because readers may never stumble on places that are members of relevant paths. Thus 
there must also be global ways to locate relevant paths. Both local and global methods 
must be robust and easy to use, because their intended audience is the reader who is 
unfamiliar with the material and/or the hypertext network. 

2.4 Playback control 

A path mechanism must also allow readers to play back or display a path.3 We describe 
several possible methods that provide readers with varying playback control. A system 
may provide more than one method. 

A system with single-stepping control allows the reader to start a path and then issue a 
“next” command repeatedly to traverse it in order. 

A system with automatic control allows the reader to start a path and have it continue 
automatically to successive entries. Such systems must allow authors to specify timing 
to indicate when the next link should be traversed. In addition, readers must be able to 
stop a path that is executing and possibly resume later. An ideal system would further 
allow the reader to adjust the playback speed to his or her liking. 

In addition, a system may provide browsing control, to permit a user to visit entries in a 
path in an arbitrary order by selecting them individually from a path-level viewp This 
provides a level of mixed initiative that can be useful as the expertise of a reader increases 
[Hamm881. 

However, combining programmable paths or active entries with browsing control can be 
dangerous. In particular, the actions earlier in a path may be necessary pre-conditions for 
either the branching decisions or the actions at a later step of the path. For example, 
earlier actions may open a window that a later entry wishes to write in, or they may 
record a reader’s preference that will be used later to direct the specific path. Devising 
flexible methods for ensuring that all pre-conditions have executed before a reader may 
jump to a new point in a path remains a topic for further research.5 In addition, 

2Many of these situations could damage corresponding links as well, especially in 
systems that allow some links to be invisible, such as Intermedia [Yank881. 

3A path could be presented spatially rather than temporally, by concatenating the entries 
in the path to form a single linear view. Playback control is not really relevant in this 
case. 

4We consider that a path mechanism that provides only browsing control is not really a 
path mechanism, because it provides no path interpreter. 

5A generalization of Textnet’s prerequisite and must-follow tags on links [Trig861 might 
prove useful here. 
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designing paths to permit the maximum reader flexibility is a significant challenge for 
path authors. 

Embedded links Separate textual Separate graphical 

path-i 

path-j 

A 
if cond then 

B 
else 

C; 

D 

Figure 1. Alternative path representations. Three different representations of paths 

are shown for linear (top) and conditional (bottom) paths. On the left, circles represent 

hypertext nodes, while double-line arrows represent path links embedded in the 

hypertext network. 

2.5 Path storage 

Issues of where hypertext systems should store their links are currently being debated 
within the hypertext community. Paths present similar issues. A path mechanism can 
store its path links with other hypertext links, or it can store its path links separately. In 
either case, the information stored must support path playback and path visualization. 
Figure 1 displays two paths expressed in three ways: as embedded links, as a separate 
textual path, and as a separate graphical path. 

Path links that are stored with other hypertext links must be distinguishable Corn them to 
permit playback. Furthermore, as the sequencing model increases in complexity, more 
information must be stored on each link to determine the next entry during playback. 
Although embedded links make it easy to discover what paths cross a given location, they 
do not directly support finding the start of a path. 

When paths are stored separately, the path specification either names or refers to entries. 
These “forward links” are required to support path playback. In addition, to support path 
visualization, it is important to provide “back links” from the entries to the path 
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specification. The back links may be actual links, or they may be indices into a path 
database. If no back links are provided, readers cannot readily discover existing paths. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER SYSTEMS WITH PATHS 

Using the framework developed in the previous section, we now examine other systems 
that have provided paths. 

Memex trails. Vannevar Bush argued convincingly that his memex should support trails, 
or sequences of links that scientists would construct and consult while working [Bush45]. 
Any location could appear in multiple trails; each trail acted in essence as a new book. 

Textnet paths. Textnet paths are simply ordered lists of nodes; these are separately-stored 
paths that a user can modify by adding or deleting nodes from the list [Trig86]. Thus 
Textnet provides sequential paths whose entries are entire nodes. The contents of a path 
are shown to the user as a single linear concatenation of text from each node, with small 
markers at each node boundary, rather than as a temporally ordered sequence of visits to 
the nodes. Textnet paths are used to generate multiple different linear documents from a 
single hypertext network, especially as formatted hardcopy, although it is unclear how 
readers learn of the existence of alternate paths. 

HyperCard scripts. HyperCard’s HyperTalk language allows an author to construct 
programmable or even variable paths, for example as a button script for some card 
[Good871. However, although HyperCard does provide the necessary raw functionality, it 
provides no tools for creating, maintaining, finding, or playing back paths as 
distinguished objects. An implementor would have to provide these separately. 
According to Trigg, Elli Mylonos has extended HyperCard with a path card that can store 
and play back a linear sequence of cards [Trig88]. 

Guided tours in NoteCards. NoteCards is an authoring or idea management system 
[Hala87]. Its path mechanism, called guided tours, was developed as a way of 
communicating the organization of a NoteCards filebox to other users [Trig88]. Guided 
tours provide branching paths whose entries are a special kind of node, namely spatially- 
organized collections of cards called tabletops. Tours store their path links as ordinary 
links of type GuidedTour among tabletop nodes. Each tabletop node can display its 
GuidedTour links on request, but individual nodes cannot tell if they are part of a tabletop 
node. Thus navigational support for maintaining tours is weak in this respect. Authors 
create and edit a graphical view of a guided tour. In fact, a tour need not have a single 
starting point. Readers have both single-stepping and browsing control over the resulting 
graph, but no automatic control. The reader is given visual history feedback in the form 
of highlighting on links and nodes that have been traversed in this session. 

Hammond & Allinson’s guided tours. Hammond and Allinson used a “travel holiday” 
metaphor to study a variety of navigation methods in educational materials CHamm881. 
For users unfamiliar with the material being taught, their experiments demonstrated the 
utility of conditional paths (also called guided tours) over maps, keyword indices and 
browsing . Each multimedia node (called aframe) can include text, graphics, sound, time- 
delayed items and animation. Their procedural, conditional paths permit sub-tours (called 
excursions) and branches based on reader response or prior activity. A user has only 
single-stepping control through a tour, although he or she can suspend the tour at any 
time and return to it later. Tours always return the reader to the starting point. Their 
local maps, which show the connectivity of some subpart of the network, are a 
completely separate mechanism. These maps are quite similar to GuidedTour cards in 
NoteCards, except that they provide only browsing control (i.e., no path interpreter). 

Petri nets in aTrellis. Stotts and Furuta model a hypertext as a Petri net that defines all 
possible transitions through the hypertext [Stot88]. The strengths of this unconventional 
hypertext representation are that it can express prerequisite relationships between entries 
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well, and it can formally synchronize the simultaneous viewing of multiple locations. 
While it is true that a Petri net is a generalization of hypertext link structures, a Petri net 
is less powerful as a path mechanism than a programmable path. Furthermore, the 
ability of authors to learn to construct such hypertexts (which depends largely on what 
Petri net construction tools are provided) has not yet been shown, especially for the more 
complex Petri nets. Programs are familiar to more potential authors. 

4. PATHS IN SCRIPTED DOCUMENTS 

The Scripted Documents system extends the previous mechanisms to address several key 
issues: conditional and programmable paths; automated path playback; navigational 
support for authors and readers; active entries with a wide range of actions; and multiple 
media, including voice. 

The primary goal of Scripted Documents is to explore the role of hypermedia sequencing 
and action in a variety of uses of online multimedia documents, including idea 
organization, interpersonal communication, user documentation, programming tasks, 
memoranda, and audio-visual presentations. Scripted Documents is a bit unusual as a 
hypertext system, because it provides paths as its sole linking mechanism. The Scripted 
Documents system is implemented in the Cedar programming environment [Swin86] at 
Xerox PARC. Scripted Documents runs on Dorado personal workstations Lamp811 in a 
distributed environment connected by Ethernet. 

This paper concentrates on the path mechanism available in Scripted Documents. An 
earlier paper provides many examples of scripts and discusses the object-oriented approach 
to underlying documents that permits smooth integration with existing editors [Ze1188bl. 
A longer report also details the consistency operations needed to maintain scripts that 
traverse existing files that users continue to move, copy, and edit [Ze1189]. 

4.1 Overview of Scripted Documents 

Briefly, a script is an active directed path through one or more documents that need not 
follow the linear order of the documents. Each entry in a script consists of a document 
location, together with an associated action and timing. A script is typically played back 
with automatic control, displaying the location of the first entry and performing its 
action, then continuing automatically to the second entry, and so on. 

As a simple example, consider the following use of scripts to review a manuscript. Each 
reviewer prepares a script for the manuscript, including voice annotations as well as 
branches through supporting reference documents. Each script follows an arbitrary path 
through the document to collect related points. The author plays the scripts back later to 
hear what the reviewers have said. This use provides much of the value of a face-to-face 
interaction between a reviewer and the author, in which the reviewer makes comments 
while flipping back and forth through the manuscript and other documents to substantiate 
those comments. 

As a result of the efforts of the Etherphone project, recorded and synthesized voice are 
widely available in the Cedar environment [Ze1188a]. A major motivating goal behind 
Scripted Documents was to be able to collect and order related voice annotations to form 
narrations of one or more documents. The essential sequentiality of narrations led directly 
to our exploration of paths. 

4.2 Expressive power of scripts 

Scripted Documents provides procedural, programmable paths with active entries, called 
scripts. A script has three parts: 
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0 A set of documents, which are typically pre-existing files of various types, 
such as text, 2D or 3D illustrations, VLSI diagrams, database entries, or 
combinations thereof. 

0 A set of script entries, which associate locations or objects within those 
documents with actions and timing information. Entries can perform 
arbitrary actions, ranging from issuing system commands to manipulating 
variables via an interpreter. Sample actions might be to play back a 
previously-recorded voice annotation, send text to a text-to-speech 
synthesizer, animate a picture, or query a database. Although actions can be 
forked while the path continues, there are no script-level primitives for 
synchronization among the resulting forks. 

l A path specification, also known as a script header, which is a program 
written in the Cedar language, a Pascal-like language that is the major 
programming language for the Cedar programming environment [Swin86]. 
These programs can be as simple or as complex as the author needs to 
express his or her sequencing constraints. A sequential script appears as a 
textual list of script entries. More complex scripts can call other scripts, 
add conditions or loops, declare variables, or manipulate the environment in 
an arbitrary way. 

4.3 Creating and editing scripts 

The author edits script headers and entries via form-based tools, as shown in Figure 2. 

Script headers. Sequential paths can be created by direct manipulation: the author selects 
a document region and clicks a menu button in the script header tool. The system creates 
a new entry and adds it to the script at the current insert point, which is typically 
positioned at the end of the script. To create a programmable or procedural path, the 
author uses a text editor to add loops, conditionals, or calls to other scripts. The text 
editor is also used to copy entry names from other scripts and rearrange or delete entries. 
Although using a text editor is convenient for the author, it has drawbacks: it provides 
opportunities for creating scripts with syntactic errors or references to nonexistent entries 
or scripts. These errors are detected either by playing a script or by verifying it. 

Script entries. The author specifies the action, timing or other fields of a script entry by 
filling in the fields of a script entry tool. The author can name a script entry or provide 
keywords, if desired. The system provides a unique identifier for each script entry and 
records the creator and create time. Narrative entries can be created without forms: the 
default action is to play back all voice annotations at the location, if any, and the default 
timing is to continue when the action completes. The system also provides a library of 
commands for interacting with the user to ask questions, and for manipulating windows 
and buttons on the display so that arbitrary applications can be controlled from a script. 

4.4 Visualization and navigation support 

Local visualization and navigation help authors maintain scripts by alerting them when 
changes to an underlying document might damage a script. They also help readers find 
scripts of possible interest. At the document content level, each scripted location is 
distinctively marked, Textual scripted locations are marked with a surrounding rectangle; 
other scripted objects may be marked differently. The marker indicates the presence of one 
or more script entries at that location, which may appear at multiple places in multiple 
scripts. Navigation commands display all scripts or script entries that include that 
scripted location. 

In addition, an author who wishes to change an entry must be able to discover the 
associated document location and all scripts that the entry appears in. Similarly, authors 
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must be able to discover what scripts include calls to a given script. Menu commands are 
provided for these operations in script header and entry tools. 

-1 
)layEnuy B B OpenEntry OpenScript 
lnvyToLoc LocToEnuies LocToScripts w 
‘ause Resume PrevStep NextStep 

8m.i; OAASlO16SH#67S942101 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Em-@ []<>Users>PolleZ.pz&cripteddocsX;reetings.tioga 
MapAction:l 
Name: Greeting 
Desc: Greet the user according to the time of day and offer to read his or her mail. 
SequenclngInfo: &time c BasicTime.Unpzck[BesicTime.Now[]]; 

w &time.hour < 12 THLH RMorning 
ELSE n Jrtimehour < 18 TBLN %Afterr~oon 
ELSE %Evening; 
%Ndlb? 
kCheckMail 
I? PopUpMenu.TorF[‘Read mail now?‘] THZN 

%BeadMail >> 

STOP! Save PlayEntry EnvyToLoc En~yToScripts ChangeRange 
MoveEnayToflaglAbs] w v 

Entry 1s in scripts: Greeting 

:&rp: OAAS1016SH#67S943129 
z.‘j []<>Users>PolleZ.pa>scripteddocs>Greetings.tioga 
@!$$ $Tioga 

. ;$z$fiU@C’, 224 2 
;JYm STagged 
MapAction: 
Name: Name 
Desc: Speak the user’s name using the Etherphone system’s text-to-speech synthesizer server. 
PauseBefore: 0 
Pause&ter: 0 
Action: + FinchSynthesizer.SpeakTex~UserCredentialsGet[].neme] 

Figure 2. Script header and entry tools. Each tool has four parts: the top section has a 
menu of script operations, the second section is a feedback area, the third section 
displays read-only fields that the system manages, and the bottom section has user- 
editable fields. The upper window shows a script header tool that contains a 
programmable path. The path, displayed in the Sequencinglnfo: field, refers to entries 
as %<entry name> (translated from internal unique identifiers by the user interface). 
Sequential parts of the path appear as lists (e.g. %Name %CheckMail). Double 
brackets “x-* mark the current insert point. The lower window shows an entry tool for 
the Name entry. 

Other methods for finding scripts are more global. The Scripts button in a document 
header displays a list of all scripts that start in or cross that document and allow the user 
to create a script header to edit or play back a script. A user can also access a script by 
name or by browsing the script database for keywords, descriptions, or other script fields. 

Assorted visualization mechanisms help to orient the user. Because script headers show a 
textual program representation of a path, users can get a feel for how long the script is (at 
least in steps, if not in time), how complex it is, and what entries it visits. The system 
also displays playback feedback: the entry currently being executed is highlighted in the 
script header. This provides a valuable percent-done indicator [Myer85]. Finally, the 
system provides a form of dynamic location visualization: the user can inhibit the 
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execution of the actions and play the script, which will then traverse all of its locations at 
a controllable speed. 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate several visualization and navigation mechanisms in Scripted 
Documents. 

Administrative AIIEDL 

Random 
DocRec 

Phone: 415-494-4822 Office: 2338 
Net address: Beach.pa, Beach:PARC:Xerox 
Title: EDL Lab Manager 
Professional interests and skills: Digital typography, 
document orocessin~ systems. comuuter eraphics. interactive 
illustrators color p&&g, printing systems; and electronic 
publishing prototypes. 
Committees and Projects: Active Documents, SIGGMPH 
editor-in-chief. SIGGRAPH Interactive Proceedings Project, 
Editor of Electronic Publishing: Origination, Dissemination 
and Desien (EP-odd) 

Phone: 415-494-4450 Office: 2336 
Net address: Subhana,pa, Subhana Menis:PARC:Xerox 
Title: EDL Lab Secretary 
Professional interests and skills: administrivia. 
proofreading anct formatting, Tioga, lab morale, EDL 
candidates and consultants, key operator for 
Perfecter/Zipper. backup for the Versatec plotter 
Committees and Projects: Rick Beach open desk space 
preservation society, Blue and Whites, CSL-Notebook 

Figure 3. Finding scripts. This multimedia document contains color photos (reproduced 

here in black and white), formatted text, and voice annotations describing the staff of 

PARC’s Electronic Documents Laboratory. Voice annotations are indicated by small 

“voice balloons” after each person’s name. Several scripts traverse the document to 

show members of various projects and play back their voice descriptions of themselves; 

some people are on multiple projects. The user has just clicked the Scripts button in the 

document header, which has created a menu of scripts that start in this document. Script 

entries are shown as boxes around text. 

4.5 Playback control 

Scripted Documents provides rich playback control: automatic control, single-stepping 
control and browsing control. The PlayScript command plays an entire script from the 
beginning, proceeding automatically from one location to the next, executing the 
associated actions with the associated timings. This feature is particularly useful for 
narrations, presentations, and document processing situations. Readers can also pause, 
resume, stop, or single-step forward or backward (which consults a history of the current 
execution). In addition, readers can browse a script by selecting and playing individual 
entries. As discussed earlier, active entries and programmable scripts make browsing 
control potentially dangerous. Scripted Documents does not currently protect readers from 
executing entries without their prerequisites. 

The Scripted Documents system does not take over the entire screen. Users can perform 
other tasks simultaneously while interacting with Scripted Documents. Unfortunately, 
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4.6 Script storage 

Script entries and headers are stored separately from the documents, in a simple database. 
This design has several advantages. 

fleer ReseE Get GeUmpl PrevFile Stew Save Ttme Split Places Levels 0 Log Voice 
‘ind Word Def Position Normalize PrevPlace Reselect StyleKind Scripts 

~~~~~ > ‘g&f 
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Figure 4. Script navigation and playback. These two windows show the playback of the 
last entry in the sequential Imaging script. In the document in the upper window, the 
location of the Zellweger script entry is highlighted and the voice annotation is being 
played. The lower window shows the script’s header tool (created by the Scripts button 
click in Figure 3). To indicate playback progress, the Zellweger entry is also highlighted 
in the SequencingInfo: field. In addition, the tool’s feedback area shows the result of two 
earlier navigational queries regarding the text “Polle Zellweger” in the document. 

First, separating script entries from script headers allows multiple actions or timings to 
be associated with the same document location, even in a purely sequential script. Entries 
can also be re-used in multiple scripts. 

Second, separating script information from documents allows existing documents to be 
involved in scripts without requiring authors to copy information into a closed hypertext 
system. Aside from the inconvenience of an extra copying step, copying presents two 
other problems: it removes the information from its original context (within the 
document and/or within the file system), and it requires authors to maintain both copies 
across future changes. 

Finally, storing script information in a database provides rich query capabilities to 
support visualization and navigation aids for script users. The default script database 
resides on a centralized server to permit sharing scripts among users. Users can also 
specify private databases to replace or supplement the public database. 
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4.7 Experience with scripts 

We have created educational scripts consisting of multiple narrations for language lessons; 
scripts that provide narrative reviews of manuscripts; several versions of slide presen- 
tations for short, medium and long talks; and user documentation that demonstrates the 
execution of an application on examples. 

Scripts have also proven useful in software engineering tasks, such as task management, 
debugging, system documentation, and testing. Scripts can mark unfinished routines or 
questionable sections that should be re-examined. They can also collect groups of 
program locations to form sets of potential breakpoints that will be automatically 
maintained by the system throughout the program’s lifecycle. Breakpoints can be set or 
cleared at a given group of locations by playing back the appropriate script. Script 
narrations can provide system documentation, and scripts can execute software tests and 
record results and timing information. 

4.8 Future work 

Although Scripted Documents has already demonstrated the power of scripts, much work 
remains to be done. Scripts currently have no versioning mechanism, they provide only 
minimal support for collaboration and sharing among users, and they do not support the 
synchronization of multiple simultaneous branches along a path. In addition, we would 
like to provide better visualization of scripts for both script readers and writers, including 
browsing tools and visual displays of script sequencing (such as a graphical document- 
level view of a script’s path, or a view that embeds the entries’ actions in the path 
specification program). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Simple sequential paths can colIect locations, order them (such as for printing), or 
perform sequential activities. Indeed, if authors provide enough sequential paths, the 
resulting structures begin to approximate the computational power of conditional or 
branching paths. However, the issues involved in managing and presenting to the reader a 
large forest of paths argues strongly for fewer, more powerful paths. 

Paths are particularly valuable when combined with multiple media and actions, as in the 
Scripted Documents system. Attaching audio actions to visual entries provides authors 
with easily understood synchronization between audio and visual material. 

Paths should become first-class citizens of their hypertext systems. When a reader is lost 
in hypertext, it is important to be able to recognize nearby paths. Maps or overviews of 
paths, particularly situated overviews (such as thumbnails or a similar representation), are 
also helpful. 

Finally, paths provide expressive power to authors. Complex paths allow great 
flexibility in creating presentations specifically tuned to readers, thus reducing their 
cognitive load. These paths will not be trivial to create, but with the appropriate tools 
the creative effort will continue to outweigh the technical effort. 
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